In this work we explore the influence of self-affine roughness on the pull-in parameters for switches used in micro/nanoelectromechanical devices in the presence of the Casimir force. The pull-in parameters are described, respectively, by the ratios of the Casimir and electrostatic forces with respect to that of an elastic restoring force. It is shown that the roughness exponent H, which for self-affine roughness characterizes the degree of surface irregularity at short length scales, has significant influence on the Casimir force and consequently on the pull-in parameters. Indeed, significant changes of the ratio of the Casimir to restoring force take place for roughness exponents H Ͻ 0.5, while larger exponents ͑Ͼ0.5͒ have an effect that saturates rather fast especially for values close to that of a smooth hill-valley topography ͑H ϳ 1͒. For the ratio of the electrostatic to restoring force, the influence of the roughness exponent H is less prominent for relatively large normalized plate separations ͑with respect to the initial separation in the absence of any forces͒. In any case, the largest influence of the roughness exponent H on the ratio of the Casimir to restoring force takes place for relatively weak electrostatic forces.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental building block in the design of micro/ nanoelectromechanical ͑MEMS/NEMS͒ applications such as nanotweezers, nanoscale actuators, etc., are micoswitches. 1, 2 The latter systems possess an inherent instability that is known as the pull-in phenomenon. Typically a switch is constructed from two conducting electrodes where one is usually fixed and the other one is able to move in a manner that it is suspended by using a mechanical spring. By applying a voltage difference between the two electrodes, the upper movable electrode displaces towards the ground electrode because of the electrostatic force. At a certain voltage, the moving electrode becomes unstable and collapses or pulls-in to the ground plane. The voltage and gap distance of the switches at this state are the so-called pull-in voltage and the pull-in gap, respectively ͑pull-in parameters͒.
Analytical expressions of the pull-in parameters of MEM switches are given in Ref. 3 . A two-degrees of freedom pull-in model is presented in Ref. 4 for a direct calculation of the electrostatic actuators. The effect of residual charges ͑lo-cated in dielectric coating layers͒ on the pull-in parameters of electrostatic actuators has been studied in Ref. 5 . Residual stress and fringing-field effect have a great influence on the behavior of rf switches, and even originate the failure of the devices. 6 . The pull-in phenomenon takes place in a variety of micromachined devices that require bistability for their operation as for example the electrical rf switches, 7 and some other micro-optoelectromechanical systems ͑MOEMS͒ devices. 8 . The bifurcation analysis for an electrostatic microactuator was addressed in Refs. 9 and 10. The pull-in voltage in the presence of van der Waals forces was studied in Ref.
11, while omitting its influence on the pull-in gap. However, in Ref. 12 it was considered the effect of van der Waals force on the pull-in gap and gave an analytical expression of the pull-in gap and pull-in voltage based on a more general model.
The dynamical behavior for nanoscale electrostatic actuators was studied by considering the effect of the van der Waals force in Ref. 13 . The Casimir effect on the pull-in gap and pull-in voltage of NEMS switches was also studied in Ref. 10 . An approximate analytical expression of the pull-in gap with the Casimir force was presented in terms of perturbation theory. 14 Moreover, the influence of the Casimir force on the nonlinear behavior of nanoscale electrostatic actuators was studied recently in detail. 15 A one-degree of freedom mass-spring model was adopted and the bifurcation properties of the actuators were obtained. 15 The Casimir effect in its simplest form describes the attraction between two parallel conducting plates separated by a distance d where the attractive force is proportional to the surface area of the parallel plates. 16 This is a prediction of quantum electrodynamics, which arise from the perturbation of zero point vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field by the conducting plates. The fundamental nature of the Casimir effect and its implications, e.g., on surface forces, 17 particle physics, 18 cosmology, 19 etc., has lead to wide theoretical work. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Up to now the previous studies did not consider the influence of plate roughness through the Casimir effect on the pull-in parameters foe NEMS/MEMS. Indeed, in many cases the roughness of deposited metal layers is termed as self-affine. 25 Any investigation for the roughness influence for the case of random self-affine rough plates is still missing, and that will be the topic of the present paper. In this case, besides of the rms roughness amplitude w and the lateral correlation length , the short wavelength roughness also plays a critical role. The latter is characterized by a roughness exponent H͑0 Ͻ H Ͻ 1͒, which is a measure of the degree of surface irregularity.
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II. SYSTEM THEORY
We consider a parallel plate configuration as shown in Fig. 1 . The electrostatic force ͑neglecting fringing fields͒ and the Casimir force pull the two parallel plates together, while an elastic restoring force ͑with mass-spring form͒ opposes this movement. The initial plate distance is considered to be d and the average flat plate surface area to be A flat . We denote also by k as the spring constant of the beam or plate, V as the voltage across the plates, and 0 as the permittivity of vacuum. The restoring force is assumed to take the standard mass-spring form 15
The spring constant k depends on the cross-section shape as well as on the boundary conditions. The electrostatic force ͑ignoring fringes effects͒ is given by
with A r as the rough plate surface area, where it is assumed ͑for simplicity reasons͒ that for both plates in Fig. 1 we have the same roughness. The Casimir force in the limit of flat plate surfaces A f is given by 16, 26 
For rough metal plates assuming single valued roughness fluctuations h͑R͒ of the in-plane position R = ͑x , y͒ ͑and ignoring roughness crosscorrelations͒ we have for plate separations r
with ͉͗h mm ͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ as the roughness spectra of both surfaces ͑͗h m ͘ =0͒. The function P m ͑q͒ is given by
The functions G TM and G TE correspond to the contributions of TM and TE modes. 27 In the limit of large plate distances so that d ӷ p with p as the surface plasmon wavelength ͑e.g., for Al p Ϸ 100 nm͒, we have P m ͑q͒ = C 0 qr with C 0 = 1 3 and qr Ͼ 1. 26 Upon substitution of Eq. ͑5͒ into Eq. ͑4͒ we obtain
where the Casimir force is given in this case by
, and Q c = / a 0 where a 0 is of the order of atomic dimensions. Substitution of Eq. ͑6͒ and term rearrangement yields
where the factor 2 in front of C r appears because we assume having the same roughness on both sides of the plates so that C r =2C r . Furthermore, the electrostatic force and the Casimir force are attractive, and the restoring force is repulsive. Therefore, according to Newton second law, we obtain the equation of motion of this model as
where m is the mass of the moving plate ͑or beam͒.
III. ROUGHNESS MODEL
In order to solve Eq. ͑8͒ and to perform a stability analysis of the system, knowledge of the roughness spectra ͉͗h m ͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ is necessary. Indeed, a wide variety of surfaces and interfaces appearing in various physical systems ͑i.e., films grown under nonequilibrium conditions͒ possess a so-called self-affine roughness. 25 In this case, the roughness spectrum ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ shows the power law scaling 25 The choice of the experimental parameters ͑w, , and H͒ used in this study is based on real experimental films grown under nonequilibrium conditions as it is well documented in Ref. 25 . Our particular model for the roughness spectrum is used for illustration purposes only, while in real NEMS/MEMS the measurement of the correction function should be used to derive the proper real correlation data. 25, 28 In addition, for other roughness models see also Ref. 29 . Figure 2 shows calculations of the Casimir force from Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑9͒. It is clearly seen that the roughness exponent H has a prominent effect on the Casimir energy with respect to the long wavelength roughness ratio w / , i.e., for fixed roughness amplitude w. Since ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ ϰ w 2 , the Casimir force F cr will have a simple dependence on w or F cr ϰ w 2 , while any more complex dependence will arise from the parameters H and . Therefore, proper surface roughness measurements are necessary to characterize the morphology at all relevant roughness wavelengths in order to gauge its influence on the Casimir force. We should point out that the perturbative calculations of the Casimir force always lead to roughness correction that is larger than the result obtained within the proximity force approximation ͑PFA͒. 27, 30 Moreover, in the present work we consider our calculations for the case of perfectly reflecting mirrors assuming plate separations r Ͼ p , 27 while for shorter distances the effect of finite conductivity should taken into account. The more general case for arbitrary plasma wavelength was investigated recently for Gaussian roughness correlation function ͉͗h͑q͉͒ 2 ͘ ϰ w 2 e −q 2 2 /4 and metallic plates described by the plasma model.
͑9͒
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IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Upon change of variables so that u = r / d, M = m / kT 2 , = t / T with T as a characteristic time, ␣ = 2 A f / kd 5 ͑i.e., the ratio between the Casimir and restoring forces͒,
e., the ratio between the electrostatic and restoring forces͒, Eq. ͑8͒ takes the form
ͪ.
͑11͒
Note that the parameter ␤ in Eq. ͑11͒ contains the rough surface area A r that was defined before for the electrostatic force in Eq. ͑2͒. According to the definition of these parameters, physically meaningful solutions exist in the region 0 Ͻ u Ͻ 1. In order to obtain equilibrium we need to have f͑␣ , ␤ , u͒ = 0 where stability is obtained if and only if df / du Ͻ 0. At the critical condition df / du = 0 we obtain
Solving f͑␣ , ␤ , u͒ = 0 and Eq. ͑12͒ we obtain the pull-in parameters ␤ PI ͑ϰV PI 2 with V PI the pull-in voltage͒, ␣ PI , and the pull-in gap u PI so that ͑see also the Appendix͒
Furthermore, the solution of Eqs. ͑13͒ yields for the pull-in voltage the expression as a function of the pull-in gap
where further consideration of the roughness influence on the rough surface area A rou can be given if we assume a Gaussian height-height distribution where in that case we have 31 A r = A flat͵
where rms = ٌ͓͉͗h͉ 2 ͔͘ 1/2 is the rms local surface slope. Equations ͑13͒ are the basic ones that will be used in our further analysis. Figure 3 shows plots of the pull-in parameter ␣ PI as a function of u PI for various roughness exponents H. It is evident that the short wavelength roughness details as described by the exponent H have a significant influence on legitimate values of ␣ PI so that ␣ PI Ͼ 0 if u PI Ͼ 0.66. With decreasing exponent H or for rougher surfaces at short wavelengths ͑Ͻ͒, the pull-in parameter ␣ PI decreases. Notably the influence of H is prominent for values u PI ϳ 1 or for plate separations comparable with the initial plate distance d. In addition, Fig. 4 shows that the allowed values of ␤ PI Ͼ 0 cover a limited range of values for 0.3Ͻ u PI Ͻ 0.9 depending on H. Indeed, in the case of the pull-in parameter ␤ PI the influence of the exponent H is less prominent for the range u PI Ͼ 0.67 where also ␣ PI Ͼ 0 as can be seen in Fig. 3 ͑see also Fig. 5͒ . If we compare Figs 2 and 3, and Fig. 6 where the effect of the correlation length in investigated, we can infer that the roughness exponent H has a prominent influence on both pull-in parameters ␣ PI and ␤ PI .
A common plot of ␣ PI vs ␤ PI for three different exponents H is given in Fig. 5 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have investigated the influence of selfaffine roughness on the pull-in parameters for switches used in MEMS/NEMS. The roughness effect was considered through its influence on the Casimir force. It was shown that the roughness exponent H has a significant influence on the Casimir force and as a result on the system pull-in parameters. Indeed, significant changes of the parameter ␣ PI that describes the ratio of the Casimir/restoring forces occur in the range of roughness exponents 0 Ͻ H ഛ 0.5, whereas for H ഛ 0.5 the effect of H saturates rather fast as the latter approaches values close to 1. In the case of the pull-in parameter ␤ PI that describes the ratio of electrostatic/restoring forces the influence of the roughness exponent H is less prominent for the range u PI Ͼ 0.67 where also we have ␣ PI Ͼ 0. The largest influence of the exponent H on ␣ PI occurs for small values of ␤ PI ϳ 0 or alternatively for weak electrostatic forces so that V Ӷ ͱ kd We should point out also that the calculations with small roughness exponents ͑H Ͻ 0.3͒ in the present calculations should be considered with caution since in this case the strong roughness limit is approached ͑or rms ϳ 1͒. The latter makes the applicability of Eq. ͑6͒ for the Casimir energy questionable because higher order terms should be considered. Moreover, the effect of finite conductivity 30 should be also taken into account. These will be the topics of future works.
APPENDIX
Analytical results for the general roughness term C r ͑and thus of C r ͒ are obtained for the roughness exponents H =0, 0.5, and 1: 
